A FOCUSS-based subspace method is proposed for blind channel identification, which is robust to channel order overestimation. Based on the sparsity of the desirable channel estimation to order overestimation, a weighted constraint is used to search the sparse solution, combining with the l p norm FOCUSS algorithm, then augmented Lagrange function is applied to improve the robustness of the FOCUSS algorithm. The simulation results show proposed algorithm owns better robustness to order overestimation than existing algorithms.
Introduction
Compared with the traditional method, wireless channel blind identification method dose not need to repeatedly send training sequence to obtain channel estimation, which saves precious bandwidth resources and channel capacity obviously increases. The blind identification algorithm based on second-order statistics represented by subspace algorithm has low complication and quick convergence, so that it causes universal attention. But defects of this method has bad order robustness, once channel order estimation is incorrect, algorithm performance will become increasingly aggravated.
The current order estimation algorithm mainly has information theory criterion algorithm [2] and Liavas algorithm [3] based on eigenvalue decomposition of receiving signal autocorrelation matrix. Recently, literature [4] [5] also puts forward the new order estimation algorithm, but these algorithms inevitably need order to search optimization process and faces with higher calculation cost. In the real communication, order information of channel is not easily to realize precise estimation, while the upper boundary of order information can easily obtain from time-delay [5] etc. In recent years, it appears a series of new algorithms having order robustness, it dose not need precise estimation of order and effective estimation of realizing channel on condition that it only knows channel upper boundary. Literature [6] puts forward one kind of order overestimation robust MCR (Modified Cross Relation) algorithm, but over-sampling enhancement will obviously increase calculation complication of algorithm, and this algorithm has weak performance under low noise-signal ratio. Algorithm based on CR obtains internal relation between solution space and real channel on condition of channel order overestimation, literature [7] puts forward order robust CR algorithm (this paper regards it as CR-FOCUSS Algorithm) based on FOCUSS (Foca1 Underdetermined System Solver), but the algorithm has weak robust. This paper puts forward order robust subspace algorithm based on l p norm FOCUSS algorithm, on order overestimation, it firstly obtains solution space of Q matrix constructed by noise vector in SS algorithm and then it uses l p norm FOCUSS algorithm to obtain sparse solution so that it obtains channel estimation, meanwhile it introduces into Lagrange function to enhance robust of FOCUSS algorithm.
In the following, E{} ⋅ represents desired operation, span( ) A indicates space generated by column space of A,
Algorithm Model and Space Algorithm
The receiving terminal makes over-sampling on the received signal by single antenna of baud rate of L times or uses L antenna to receive by baud rate, so it can get SIMO channel. In the algorithm, the modeling equals to FIR channel of M order.
In the formula, ( ) i y n is the receiving signal of the I sub-channel at time n, the parameter vector of sub-channel
s k is the signal sequence has been sent off, ( ) i v n is the additive white Gaussian noise. The continual N receiving signals of L sub-channel can be represented as follows:
In the formula， the receiving signal vector of L sub-channel is
]
,of which,
represents the overlapped noise of the i sub-channel, channel filtration matrix of
has Toeplitz structure ， the first line is
for the observed and output ( )
In the formula,
[ ]
In the formula， the corresponding left singular vector of ,0 of signal subspace and noise subspace, it can get the following:
to use Toeplitz matrix formed by , i j G ，of which, the first line is
Now it defines cost function:
Of which,
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Of which， c is random vector. SS algorithm channel estimation is the solution to demand formula.
Order Robust Subspace Algorithm Based on FOCUSS
In the subspace algorithm, when channel order overestimation that is the estimated order 
≥ , the null space corresponds to  M Q matrix is not un-dimensional but 1 m + dimensions, which indicates that channel parameter can not be determined [9] [10] under one complex scalar fuzzy meaning. The ideal solution under condition of overestimation is as follows:
Of which, α is complex constant, in order to make
+  ，it can convert it into the following optimization problems:
Of which, weight sequence { } 
c ，it can be simplified as follows:
It uses Lagrange multiplier method to induce the following problems without restriction:
The above ways are similar to FOCUSS algorithm, it can get the following iteration form :
is weighted matrix, the formula is the signal reconstruction recurrence formula. FOCUSS method makes solution vector energy localization so that it can get solutions with sparse way by gradual iteration. The diagonal matrix in the formula This paper introduces into augmentation Lagrange function method to get optimization model, augmentation Lagrange function method constructs precise penalty function, proper choice on augmentation factor can use little iteration times to make cost function converge to the optimal solution [11] [12] of original problem. It can construct sequence and problems without restriction.
Introduction of augmentation factor can reduce noise to certain extent. (14) It can be known by mathematical derivation:
It knows the following iteration form.
From the formula it can seen that matrix
I is one symmetrical, positive and invertible matrix, augmentation factor k β only needs to choose one incremental and limited arithmetic number to guarantee formula converged to the optimal solution, it can be defined as follows:
In the formula， 0 β and a are all constant，Lagrange multiplier vector λ can be obtained through iteration form：
I still keeps inevitable and avoids appearance of ill-conditioned matrix with the iteration updating of augmentation factor, which guarantees the precision of channel recovery.
Simulation Analysis
Test channel adopts one SIMO channel with
, channel parameter is indicated by table 1. In the simulation, the emission signals are all evenly distributed 16QAM signal, the overlapped noise is white Gaussian noise, WGN. The evaluation of identification result adopts Normalized Root Mean Square Projection Misalignment, NRMSPM, it is defined as follows:
Of which, in the test, it sets Monte Carlo test times . Figure 1 and figure 3 are SS-FOCUSS algorithm when noise-signal ratio is 20dB and 70dB, channel response diagram of CR-FOCUSS and MCR. Because CR-FOCUSS, MCR algorithm involve with option of µ in weighted factor, all has been taken proper value in the simulation test. From diagram 1 it can be seen that CR-FOCUSS and MCR algorithm are ineffective, while identification result of SS-FOCUSS algorithm are well fit with real channel, the overestimation part tends to be zero. Diagram 2 uses channel estimation obtained by SS-FOCUS algorithm from diagram 1 into zero forcing equalization and gets signal constellation, it only has certain phase fuzzy and amplitude change. From diagram 3, it can be seen that 3 kinds of algorithms under noise-signal ratio of 70dB can well fit the channel, and performance of SS-FOCUS algorithm and CR-FOCUSS algorithm is superior to that of MCR algorithm. figure 5(b) , the square increases. The above results indicate that with the increase of signal-noise ratio, choice on µ can be properly enlarged, meanwhile, the smaller value of µ is always one good choice.
Conclusion
This paper puts forward one kin of order robust subspace algorithm based on FOCUSS, the ideal sparse characteristic of algorithm based on subspace on order overestimation, it combines with l p norm FOCUSS algorithm to get sparse solution on the given exponential weighting restriction, meanwhile it introduces into augmentation Lagrange function method to increase robust and algorithm precision of FOCSS algorithm. The algorithm in this paper can adopt reducing subspace algorithm in the literature [14] to calculate complication, while the convergence speed of accelerating FOCUSS algorithm can apply algorithm in the literature [15] . The theoretical analysis and simulation indicates that the performance of SS-FOCUSS put forward by this paper is obviously superior to the current CR-FOCUSS algorithm and MCR algorithm,, and it can choose one small, proper weight factor µ to adapt to the large overestimation order range, so it has stronger order robust.
